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Headquarters/Germany 
Christian Pfeiffer
Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Sudhoferweg 110-112
59269 Beckum
Germany
Tel. +49 (0)2521/849-00
Fax +49 (0)2521/849-123

office@christianpfeiffer.de
www.christianpfeiffer.de

USA
American Pfeiffer Corporation
3407 West Chester Pike
Newtown Square, PA 19073-4227
USA
Tel. +1 (610) 3566995
Fax +1 (610) 3568987

cpb@americanpfeiffer.com
www.americanpfeiffer.com

Italy
Christian Pfeiffer
Mezzomerico SpA
Via Marano Ticino 7
28040 Mezzomerico (NO)
Italy
Tel. +39 (0321)923010
Fax +39 (0321)923141

info@christianpfeiffer.it
www.christianpfeiffer.it

South America 
Christian Pfeiffer
Latinoamericana S.A.
Parque Industrial Liviano
Av. Brasil Calle # 1
Santa Cruz, Bolivia
Tel. +591 (3) 3481768
Fax +591 (3) 3492597

christianpfeiffer@unete.com  
www.christianpfeiffer.de

Austria
Christian Pfeiffer
Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Werkstraße 5
8940 Liezen
Austria
Tel. +43 (0)3612/270-0
Fax +43 (0)3612/270-589

office@cpb.at
www.christianpfeiffer.de

CHINA
Christian Pfeiffer 
Eastern 3rd Ring Middle Road No. 9, 
Full Tower Room 2304, Chaoyang District,
Beijing, 100020
Phone 0086-10-85910592/3

0086-13911079108
Fax 0086-10-85910659
E-mail: cpb_china@yahoo.com.cn
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Grinding raw material

and separation of particle

flows into coarse and fine

fractions is a precondition

in the mineral processing

industry for many proces-

ses to follow. In modern

grinding plants, air sepa-

rators separate particle

flows, but with special

demands to product- or

material quality, a High

Performance Separator is

used.

CPB, Christian Pfeiffer

Beckum, designed the

High Performance Sepa-

rator QDK for such

demands. In the follow-

ing, you will learn more

about how the QDK 

operates, which special

advantages it offers and

why you, just as many

Pfeiffer customers world-

wide, will not regret 

your decision for such a

solution.

The best argument for 
your decision: Satisfied 
customers worldwide

Christian Pfeiffer sets 
technical milestones

Heyd Separator

The current state-of-

the-art technology is the

High Performance Sepa-

rator QDK. Since its intro-

duction in 1987, over 130

units have been sold.

Our QDK and many

other Christian Pfeiffer

concepts fulfil the goals

that we have been 

achieving for over 50

years: They all play an

essential role in the 

development of the

world’s modern grinding

systems.

Demand

The first Christian 

Pfeiffer air separator was

successfully commis-

sioned in 1939. Nine years

later, the concept for the

next generation of sepa-

rators was ready for the

market: From 1948

onwards, the Heyd sepa-

rator has become the

most successful system of

its time. More than 1,000

Heyd separators have

been supplied to all 

continents.

The QDK adapts
itself to your
requirements

Our customers have 

different demands on a

High Performance Sepa-

rator. We always offer 

the right QDK solution

individually. Due to the 

diverse types for through-

put (8 – more than 

530 t/h) and a drive

power of 5 – 350 kW, the

QDK is designed for all

requirements. It is then

naturally flexible when

we are dealing with

material as

• cement

• fly-ash

• raw meal

• gypsum

• quartz sand

• coal/petcoke

• iron ore
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Clever concepts
behind every
Pfeiffer separator

With Christian Pfeiffer

separators, material is

guided onto the distribu-

tion plate via two dia-

metrically arranged inlets.

The plate rotates at high

velocities so that the

material gliding over the

outer plate edge is 

thrown against the side-

walls. Upon impact, 

possible lumps burst, and

the material is desinte-

grated as it falls into the

separating area below.

During this free fall,

separation is effected: An

inlet spiral channels air

through guide vanes

developing an airflow

tangential to the falling

material. This tangential

airflow collects the smal-

The centrifugal and 

drag forces -FC and FA-

which effect the material-

to-be-separated in the

separating area result in a

force FR causing a coarse

particle to move away

from the rotating cage

and a fine particle to move

towards the rotating cage.

ler and lighter particles

and carries them through

the separator’s rotating

cage blades into the sepa-

rator cage. Transported by

the airflow, the particles

either reach cyclones or

are discharged as fines via

a filter system. Large and

heavy particles, however,

are not carried by the air-

flow and fall into the

coarse material funnel. 

Efficient separa-
tion ensures 
a good finish 
product

For final strength of ce-

ment, the particle fraction

between 3 µm and 30 µm

is especially important.

Smaller particles only

serve as early strength;

fractions above 60 µm

hydrate very slowly and

play only an insignificant

role with regard to

cement strength.

Task of an efficient

separator is hence to

quickly and effectively

separate particle sizes 

between 3 and 30 µm and

discharge them as fine 

material.

Christian Pfeiffer sepa-

rators enable fine separa-

tion up to 10,000 cm2/g

by adjustable parameters

such as air quantity and

cage revolutions. The

Christian Pfeiffer High

Performance Separators

QDK can reach cut points 

below 20 µm.

FA = airflow force

FC = centrifugal force

FR = resulting force

Tromp-curve

Pre-assembled separator

A separator divides the

continuous flow of 

ground material into two

flows: One consists of fine

material, the other of

coarse material. Such

feed is dispersed with 

centrifugal force and 

gravity as well as with

flow forces. Based on

natural laws, centrifugal

force, gravity, and flow

forces affect the diffe-

rently sized material flow

mass particles and accom-

plish separation.

The tromp-curve reflects

the separation efficiency

of the material that is fed

into the separator: The

smaller the deviation from

a vertical line, the better

the separating efficiency.

Physical conditions: 
Many forces work inside the separator

Efficiency

Particle size [μm]
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The best general solution

against wear is optimal

material guidance. But for

all areas of our separator

especially prone to wear

from high velocities of the

feed material, we have

applied the added protec-

tion of long-lasting

linings.

Chemically bound

cemented ceramics pro-

tect the distribution plate,

side parts of the dis-

persing area, the fine

material discharge tube

and the casing parts

above the separating

zone.

Highly wear-resistant

hard material coatings

protect the air guide

vanes and cage bars in

those especially harsh

areas.

In the grit cone an auto-

genous wear protection

by material deposits is

achieved.

The air seal is a very

special and most proven

detail of the Christian

Pfeiffer separator concept.

It is fitted beneath the

rotating cage and has got

many advantages compa-

red to conventional solu-

tions such as a labyrinth 

seal.

The main advantage is

an absolutely wear-free

sealing since the 

adjusting ring and rota-

ting cage do not touch

Lining on steel cage-blades

Precise distancing of the adjusting ring

V-belt drive via variable

speed drive powers the

High Performance Sepa-

rator QDK with a smooth

operation. The pulley

actuates either directly

or via gear, depending on

motor power. The design

benefits from low weight

and low maintenance.

Smooth drive

The roller bearings of

the High Performance

Separator QDK are con-

tained within a bearing

cartridge outside the

dust- and temperature-

loaded zone of the

rotating cage. 

During maintenance, the

cartridge can be com-

pletely removed from

above while the rotating

cage can remain in the

separator. All separator

components are further-

High economic efficiency 
due to simple maintenance

Bearing cartridge

more accessible through

well-dimensioned casing

doors.

Advantage: Quick ex-

change of wear elements

reduces standstill periods

to a minimum and 

guarantees economic,

continuous operation.

Many experts
contributed to
our separator
design

Combining the expertise

from within our staff 

and accompanied by 

specialists at Technical

Colleges, an intensive

exchange of knowledge

and good collaboration

expedites the realisation

of innovative solutions.

This cooperation has

often led to extraordinary

results especially when

searching for new and

improved materials.

Development, design,

and construction of 

Christian Pfeiffer sepa-

rators naturally also

includes what has 

evolved so successfully in

our company: More than

50 years experience, the

vast know-how of our

research and develop-

ment as well as the 

utilisation of CAD-

systems for separator

design and complete

plant layout.

Grindability test
acc. to Zeisel 

in our own lab

each other. Circulating 

air is pressed into the

small gap between the 

adjusting ring and cage

creating not only a 

cushion for smooth 

operation but also 

hindering dust and large

material particles (over-

size particles) from 

entering between the

cage sealing rings.

Wear-free cage seal 

Durable due to strong lining

Lining of separator
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If the separator must

cool the ground material,

a filter system is used

instead of cyclones. The

finish material tempera-

ture is set and the plant is

run in closed circuit. If the

sensor locates the highest

temperature in the mate-

rial flow, the fresh air

damper    is automatically

opened, and the circula-

ting air damper      is cor-

respondingly closed. The

Separator with cyclones

Cooling solely by fresh air

Cooling by fresh air and circulating air

introduced cool air lowers

the temperature of the

material-to-be-separated.

Maximum cooling is

accomplished by ex-

changing the entire sepa-

rating air with fresh air.

This way, finish material

temperatures of below 

60°C can be reached,

depending on the mill

discharge temperature.

Efficient cooling in separator process

A High Performance

Separator QDK using a

circulating air fan and

cyclones for finish 

material discharge is a

simple and low-mainten-

ance separator system

that can be integrated

into nearly every grinding

plant.

Low-maintenance standard design 
fits every grinding plant

Decision with
confidence

Christian Pfeiffer offers

the reliable design criteria

for your investment 

decision by determining

all necessary parameters

for successful operation

of your grinding plants

with semi-industrial tests.

Chemical and mineralogi-

cal testing of your trial

sample is done at the

Christian Pfeiffer research

centre as well as in our

labs in Beckum and 

Liezen.

Moreover, Research and

Development dedicate

their time to new and 

further improvement of

machines, components

and processes. The last

decades have shown how

successful our experts

have been in this area

since results of their work

have often become mile-

stones of development of

modern grinding- and

separator systems.

Semi-industrial
tests at our 

Christian Pfeiffer
research centre

C

A

fresh air

material

QDK

separator
filter

fresh air

material

QDK

separator
filter

= circulating air damper

= exhaust air damper

= fresh air damper

A

B

C
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Engineering
Christian Pfeiffer sup-

plies not only the correct

machinery and compo-

nents for your grinding

plants. Part of our world-

wide well-tried scope is

also the comprehensive

engineering for the entire

grinding system.

We offer you solutions

which are economical,

individual, and planned to

the smallest detail for

conversion or new grin-

ding plant installations,

or during extension by

single machines or entire

systems.

All-inclusive:
From engineering
to assembly

We have many
advantages to
offer in addition 
to our products

One advantage is our 

comprehensive service:

From individual rec-

ommendations, detailed

planning, up to reliable

installations. Even after-

wards, we are there for

you if questions arise, or if

you require anything, and

naturally for maintenance

and inspection.

If you would like to have

more information on our

products and services...

Call us. It will be a 

pleasure for us to assist

you.

Flow-Sheet of cement grinding plant

Cement grinding plant engineered, 
fabricated and erected by Christian Pfeiffer

Upon request, Pfeiffer

will take responsibility for

the complete project. From

planning and design to

the assembly of all elec-

trical and conveying plants

including the commissio-

ning of the separator and

grinding systems.

As tailor-made the 

solutions may be for our

customers – the aim is

always the same: Higher

throughput, improved

product quality, and

lower energy consump-

tion.
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